Play For Longer
Enjoy smooth, fast framerates with smartphone gaming enhancements that extend battery life for longer play.
- TSMC 2nd Gen 4nm chip process
- 2x Arm Cortex-A715 (2nd Gen Armv9) CPUs
- 6x Cortex-A510 CPUs
- Arm Mali-G610 MC4 GPU
- HyperEngine 5.0 gaming technologies

Faster 5G without the battery drain
Impressive speeds, greater coverage and deeply engrained power saving enhancements.
- Up to 4.7Gbps downlink
- MediaTek 5G UltraSave 2.0
- Dual 5G SIM
- Dual VoNR for best call quality
- 2CC Carrier Aggregation

Clearer videos in 4K HDR
Powerful imaging and AI-camera enhancements always ensure impressive results, especially in low-light and with HDR.
- 4K HDR video capture
- Simultaneous dual video capture
- Great low-light captures with Motion Compensated Noise Reduction
- Powerful AI-camera enhancements
- All-pixel autofocus

Reliable, Superfast Connectivity
Wi-Fi 6E connectivity and next-gen Bluetooth provide superior speeds, low latency, and power efficiency.
- Triband Wi-Fi 6E (6GHz/5GHz/2.4GHz)
- More reliable 2x2 antenna
- Bluetooth 5.3
- MediaTek Wi-Fi/Bluetooth coexistence technology

MediaTek MiraVision Display with HDR
Experience brilliant displays and incredible multimedia experiences with streaming media in vibrant HDR.
- Up to Full HD+ at superfast 144Hz
- Latest HDR standards: HDR10+, CUVA HDR, Dolby HDR
- AI SDR-to-HDR video playback
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